
INVITATION FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE

22nd International “New Scientific Outlook” World Congress
Thursday, November 2nd, 2017, 7:00 p.m. to Sunday, November 5TH, 2017, 1:00 p.m.

Maritim Hotel, Basteistrasse 40, 89073 Ulm, Germany h==h ?tel. +49(731)9230

Lucerne, October 7
th
, 2017

Ladies and Gentlemen, esteemed Friends!

Time seems to pass ever more quickly these days....for it is yet again time for me to invite you with
much joy to our 22222222

ndndndnd    IntIntIntInterererernationalnationalnationalnational    “New“New“New“New    ScientificScientificScientificScientific    Outlook”Outlook”Outlook”Outlook”    WWWWororororldldldld    CongrCongrCongrCongressessessess in Ulm, Germany. It is
time for us all to meet, maybe for the first time, to hear about and learn what our expert speakers will
present to you; refresh perhaps what you might have known all along but vaguely remember or have
forgotten altogether, and to draw from our combined experiences. It is only in the sharing that we can
grow as individual people and as a mankind. For it is only when we learn to live together as a people,
as Nations and Races with an understanding for one another, and considering and respecting Nature
as an integral part of our lives, that we can have the life our Creator intended for us to have. One
without the other will never work, and therefore we must realize ultimately that everything is
connected. The English Poet John Donne (22nd

 of January, 1572—31
st
 of March, 1631) wrote in his Devotions

and Emergent Occasions, Meditation XVII:

“No man is an island / Entire of itself / Every man is a piece of the continent, / part of the main. / If a
clod be washed away by the sea / Europe is the less / As well as if a promontory were /As well as if
a manor of thy friend’s / Or of thine own were: / Any man’s death diminishes me / Because I am
involved in mankind, / And therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; / It tolls for thee.”

We can safely say that no one should ever adopt a “Not me” attitude for any reason. For no sooner
do we fall into this trap of excluding ourselves from responsibility for what might be at stake, rather
than take an active stand for our lives and for our environment, we become a voluntary pawn in the
hands of those favouring and pursuing an unhealthy attitude towards life and our environment. If we
go against the very Law of “What goes around comes around,” especially where Nature and our
environment is concerned, Nature will eventually throw back at us our ill-behaviour and force us to learn
to re-behave. It is time that mankind starts to rethink, and learn how to live a life in accord with Natural
and Divine Laws. A healthy environment is so important to the physical and spiritual health of every
nation in the world and their people. And if we want to provide our children with the same opportunities
for dignity, well-being and welfare as those our parents gave us, we need to start by protecting the air,
water, wildlife and landscapes that connect us to our national values and character. Therefore we must
under all circumstances adopt and apply moral values in our lives and pursue our goals for a healthy
environment with the same moral behaviour and exercising ethical practices, lest we would fall prey to
the same ill-behaviours as those who do not care, as instead they bring down our values and undermine
thus our goals, even to the point where many people have lost hope and the joy to live!

Haven’t you ever wondered whether Nature, by means of hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, or
wildfires and floods—even if they do not occur in the immediate region where we live—is trying to teach or
tell us something? Have you ever wondered why you might be sick when taking drugs or synthetic
hormones or foods that are not organic? Or do you think that such drastic measures by Nature don’t
happen where you live because....? And haven’t you ever wondered what you could, should or even need
to do—or cease from doing—so that your life and your direct environment can be as good as it can be?

Looking at the most recent events caused by the terrific Forces of Nature, Mother Earth is drawing
our attention directly to the fact that we need to rethink how we treat and use the waters, how we use
the soils from which we must grow or harvest our foods, and how we treat the air in order for us to have
life in the first place. Today we are being forced to re-behave in order to have a life of dignity and quality.

During our upcoming Congress we will present you a more in-depth picture of what you can do in
your own life and for your own environment to reverse some of the negative effects we, mankind, have
caused, often without knowing better. But now we do know better. And with patience and diligence,
and with a healthy discernment, just as Nature herself is teaching us, we can eventually regain the



health for Planet Earth and the Elements and ultimately for ourselves too. High Goals? Yes, but....if we
do not do something about the dying waters and the polluted air and the toxic and poisoned soils in
many places, who will? Now that we know, it is our duty and responsibility to act appropriately,
always in accord with Natural and Divine Laws. If you think it might get complicated, I can appease
your concern by saying “It is not!” It takes in fact very little to make a positive difference in our lives,
and eventually the tide will turn. Come and learn at our Congress how to work with Nature, hand in
hand, and become a more knowledgeable and maybe a more active person.

In the enclosed Brochure you will find that we have again put together a multi-faceted program to
give you that New Scientific Outlook you need in order for you to be able to make informed decisions
in your own life, and how you can help raise the quality of your own life and the standard and health
of your immediate or direct environment. For any change in our lives ought to begin with our personal
life. And it begins with you and me and all of the kindred spirits who are aching to learn how to go about
exercising something positive for our lives. You will find that it takes remarkably little, most of the
time, to change that which is not beneficial to us, our families or the environment. And all it takes is
one....you and us, each, just like so aptly described in the book “The Hundredth Monkey” (Ken Keyes, jr.).
We do have the creativity and the power to change both ourselves and the world!!

Come and join me and the 500+ like-minded participants, members and non-members alike, and
friends of The World Foundation for Natural Science from many corners of the world with more
backgrounds than you can name. Our Congress is as important and vital to our lives—as much to a
Medical Doctor as it is for a Kindergarten Teacher or for a young mother. What we teach affects every
life, no matter who. What we offer you here, and what our expert speakers will present to you, is of
vital importance to your own life and to the life of our environment. We all live together on this one
planet and can only solve our problems together.

Therefore, do not hesitate to come! Register today with the enclosed Registration Card for this
22222222

ndndndnd    IntIntIntInterererernationalnationalnationalnational    WWWWororororldldldld    CongrCongrCongrCongressessessess in Ulm. Once again we will provide you with professional
simultaneous translation in German, English, Russian, Spanish and Czech, so that nothing will get lost
in translation, literally.

You can also register online at http://www.naturalscience.org/congress-2017/registration/ for
this World Congress of The World Foundation for Natural Science. Reserve a seat for yourself and
those accompanying you as soon as possible, or call us at +41(41)798-0398. We will gladly register
you. You will find that as you register you will also have the opportunity to book a room at the Maritim
Hotel, Ulm. The hotel is holding a block of rooms in reserve for us. And if you should be travelling with
children who need supervision during the Congress, please let us know as soon as possible, too. We
will be happy to organize the necessary childcare together with you. Equally, your dog too is very
welcome, free of charge, provided your friend is house-trained and well-behaved.

We are hosting this major event for the twelftwelftwelftwelftttthhhh! time at the beautiful Hotel Maritim along the
Danube in Ulm, Germany. Like last year, it will be completely smoke-free for the entire duration of the
Congress. Our organisation is a major leader in the abolishment of smoking in these public places,
because we know for a fact that smoking harms every aspect of life and no longer has a place on this
planet. Last year’s Congress participants very much appreciated the healthier environment due to the
hotel being entirely smoke free.

In order to create our future together, it takes each one of us. And each one has something to
contribute, no matter how small or apparently big it might be. Take the future in your own hands and
come!

I am looking forward to seeing you soon and until then I wish you a very safe journey to Ulm!

With heartfelt greetings—and may God bless you!

The World Foundation for Natural Science

The Very Reverend Dean emeritus Paul Probst, SF
Enclosures President for Europe


